Festival Concorso Internazionale di Cinematografia

CONTEST ANNOUNCEMENT
1. The manifestations of the awards will be held in itinerant form in different municipalities of Sardinia in

the months of November and December 2015 and include the screening of short films and commercials
selected and reported by the Artistic Committee from those submitted.
2. The contest is open to unpublished short films ( published films are accepted but only if free from the
relinquishment of authors’ rights) produced from 2012 in any language ( films in languages other than
Italian must have Italian subtitles, except for musical videoclips) .
A) Short film section (max 20’): any subject matter; fiction genre, research and animated works, from
autobiographical stories to sitcoms, detective stories to sci‐fi, from wacky comedy to drama, etc….
B) For the Spot 3’ section, the subject is a short film social commercial (max 3’)
3. There is no entry fee. Each author can enter up to 2 pieces.
4. The works must be sent in H264‐mp4‐USB pendrive and n. 2 DVD copies
5. Entries should include:
‐ fully completed entry form signed by the author (for minors, the form should be signed by parents or legal
guardians);
‐ any eventual promotional material for the film (posters, bills, flyers);
‐ disclaimer form;
Failure to sign the entry form or to include the disclaimer will lead to exclusion from the contest.
6. All material should be sent to the following address no later than 30/10/2015:
Art’In Ass. Cult. – casella postale 157 – piazza del Carmine ‐ Cagliari Centro ‐ Cagliari
No work will be returned. Delivery charges are at the participant’s expense.
7. Authors receiving a special mention or a prize will be notified by email as regards the date and place of
screening.
8. The organizers decline any responsibility in the event of theft, loss or damage.
Furthermore, the authors will be held responsible for the content of their work and guarantee to have
ownership rights of any music used therein, exempting the Festival organizers from any civil or criminal
liability in this regard.
9. During the Festival and in accordance with the Festival’s programme, there will be a screening of the
jury’s final selection of films chosen from all the entries meeting the contest requirements, as described in
Point 2 of this announcement .
10. The award‐winners will be selected by a jury. Entries may also earn a special mention from the jury.
11. Prizes must be collected in person by the author or a delegate at the award ceremony.
12. A number of films entered in the contest will be chosen for inclusion in a promotional DVD to be
distributed to the Unione Italiana dei Circoli del Cinema (U.I.C.C.), subsequent to prior signed acceptance
of
the disclaimer enclosed with the entry form by the author and/or whosoever owns the rights to the film.
The organization reserves the right to screen any of the works entered in the contest for non –profit
making popularization, promotional, teaching and cultural purposes, subsequent to prior authorization by
the rights holder.
13. Undersigning the entry form signifies unconditional acceptance of this contest announcement.
Acceptance of the contest announcement authorizes the organization to handle personal data for the sole
purposes of the contest and in compliance with Law 196/2003.
Info.: www.puntodivistafestival.it ‐ Mail info@puntodivistafestival.it

